Potato Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 113/2008
Registered July 22, 2008

Manitoba Regulation 13/95 amended
1 The Potato Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 13/95, is amended by this Order.

2 Section 45 is amended by renumbering it as subsection 45(1) and adding the following as subsection 45(2):

45(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the following activities by registered producers will not in themselves result in the type of treatment set out in subsection (1):

(a) the ownership or use of equipment not normally utilized on a day-to-day basis in producing or marketing the regulated product;

(b) the ownership or use of a facility to clean, grade or store a regulated product;

(c) the investment in or ownership of handling or transportation equipment or businesses;

(d) the formation of a purchasing group by which a registered producer may acquire supplies or equipment for use in the production or marketing of regulated product.

* This order is made under the Manitoba Vegetable Producers' Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 249/87 R and is Order No. 1, 2008 of Peak of the Market.
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